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In situ x-ray reflectivity measurements are used to determine the cooling rate dependent freezing of capillary
waves on the oligomer poly�propylene glycol�. Only above the glass transition temperature TG can the surface
roughness � be described by the capillary wave model for simple liquids, whereas the surface fluctuations are
frozen-in at temperatures below TG. As the state of a glass forming liquid strongly depends on its thermal
history, this effect occurs for fast cooling rates already at a higher temperature than for slow cooling. For the
fastest cooling rates a very large shift of TG up to 240 K compared to the bulk value of 196 K was observed.
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When a liquid is cooled towards the glass transition one
observes a dramatic increase of its viscosity � before the
system forms a disordered glassy state. � increases exponen-
tially with decreasing temperature, and a most commonly
used definition of the glass transition is the temperature
where � exceeds the value of 1012 Pa s. As a result, in the
bulk of glassy materials static frozen-in density fluctuations
of long wavelengths exist.1 In thin films the glass transition
temperature TG changes as the film thickness is reduced,
which strongly depends on the polymer-substrate
interaction,2–6 e.g., a decrease in TG is explained with an
enhanced chain mobility near hard neutral walls �or air� due
to a molten surface layer.5,7–9 Also a cooling rate dependence
of TG has been observed for thin films.10 However, as Jiang
et al. have pointed out recently, viscoelastic effects for thin
films differ significantly from bulk liquids, and the capillary
wave model has to be modified to account for absorption
effects at the substrate.11

At free surfaces and interfaces the additional boundary
condition leads to hydrodynamic modes �i.e., capillary
waves� which are present only near surfaces and interfaces.
Capillary waves are generated by the thermal motion of the
molecules in the liquid with the surface tension acting as
restoring force of the perturbed surface.12 Therefore the am-
plitudes which correspond to the surface roughness are in-
versely proportional to the surface tension. The length scales
� of the capillary waves range from 10−2 m to the nanometer
region and they are extending into the material underneath
with a penetration depth of 2��. The capillary waves lead to
a surface roughness of most liquids on the order of 1–10 Å.
As the relaxation time of the dynamics in the liquid is deter-
mined by the viscosity, for low viscosities propagating cap-
illary waves occur on the surface, whereas for higher viscosi-
ties they are overdamped.

In this Rapid Communication we investigate if an analo-
gous effect of freezing-in of fluctuations as known in the
volume occurs at the free surface. We observed a strong
cooling rate dependence of the glass transition at the free
surface, which is not present in the bulk liquid.

Earlier x-ray scattering results on liquid glycerol have
been hampered by the presence of a thin layer on top of the
glycerol surface,13 and a previous study on the surface
roughness on poly�propylene glycol� �PPG� showed no evi-
dence of the glass transition because the covered temperature

range was too small.14 We monitor now the freezing of the
surface roughness of an oligomer depending on the applied
cooling rate. A transition in the temperature dependence of
the surface roughness to a partly frozen-in state is observed.
The results are compared with the theory of the surface glass
transition by Jäckle and Kawasaki.15,16

In order to characterize the surface glass transition, the
height-height correlation function C�R�= �z�r+R�z�r��r with
z�r� denoting the vertical surface displacement from equilib-
rium at position r is used. According to classical hydrody-
namics, the structure factor, i.e., the Fourier transform of
C�R� of thermal height fluctuations on liquid surfaces is15

S�q,T� =
kBT

��T�
1

q2 + qmin
2 , �1�

with the Boltzmann constant kB, the absolute temperature T,
the wave-vector transfer q, and the wave-vector cutoff qmin,
which is given by gravity for cases of bulk liquids. ��T�
denotes the temperature-dependent surface tension of the liq-
uid. By integrating over the experimentally accessible q
range, the square of the surface roughness � can be calcu-
lated as15

�2�T� =
1

2�
�

qmin

qmax

S�q,T�qdq =
kBT

2���T�
ln�qmax

qmin
� . �2�

qmax is on the order of 2� /d with the molecular diameter d.
In an x-ray reflectivity experiment, qmin=qz�� f /2 is deter-
mined by the detector resolution �� f and depends on the
wave-vector transfer perpendicular to the surface qz
= �4� /	�sin��i� with the wavelength 	 and the incident angle
of the radiation with respect to the surface �i. Therefore in
the liquid state the surface roughness depends on tempera-
ture via �2
T /��T�, which gives rise to a peculiar bending
of �2�T�.14

A supercooled liquid with increasing viscosity is dis-
cussed by Jäckle and Kawasaki as an incompressible me-
dium with a Maxwell-Debye model for the frequency depen-
dent viscosity ����=�0 / �1− i���.15,16 �0 denotes the
temperature-dependent low-frequency hydrodynamic value
of the viscosity, and �=�0�T� /G��� is the relaxation time
with the density  and the high-frequency shear modulus
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G���. Below a certain temperature Tx, when � exceeds the
relaxation time of the shear modes in the liquid, the surface
spectrum becomes more complex. Besides a modified quasi-

elastic capillary wave spectrum S̃�q ,��, Rayleigh surface
waves and a continuum of bulk elastic shear waves also oc-
cur. At even lower temperatures Tf the average shear stress
relaxation time � exceeds the experimental time scale and the
quasielastic part of the fluctuation spectrum is frozen-in.
Jäckle and Kawasaki identify Tf with the glass transition
temperature.15,16

The structure factor of the “frozen” capillary wave fluc-
tuations is calculated as follows:15

S�q�frozen =
kBTf

��Tf�
1

q2�1 + ql0�Tf�/2	
, �3�

with a length scale parameter l0=��Tf� /G���. The square of
the surface roughness below Tf can then be expressed as a
sum of a temperature-independent capillary wave spectrum
and a temperature-dependent part,

�2�T� =
kBTf

2���Tf�
ln�qmax�l0qmin + 2�

qmin�l0qmax + 2�� + ��2�T� , �4�

where ��2�T�=const T accounts for the surface roughness
due to Rayleigh surface waves and bulk elastic shear waves.
This can be calculated by integrating the dynamic power
spectrum of the thermal height fluctuations S�q ,� ,T� �which
is given in Ref. 15 for Rayleigh surface waves and bulk
elastic shear waves� over all frequencies � and then integrat-
ing over the accessible q range according to Eq. �2�.

In order to investigate the temperature dependence of the
surface roughness given by Eq. �4�, reflectivity measure-
ments were performed in a wide temperature range with a
Bruker D8-Advanced laboratory diffractometer in �-� geom-
etry. The radiation is emitted from an x-ray tube with a cop-
per anode. Reflection from a Goebel mirror yields a parallel
and monochromatic beam with a wavelength 	=1.54 Å. The
beam size on the sample is defined by a vertical slit of
0.1 mm height and a horizontal slit of 10 mm width. The
scattered intensity is recorded by a scintillation detector. The
detector slit height of 0.2 mm and the distance between the
detector and the middle of the sample of 300 mm lead to an
angular resolution �� f =0.7 mrad in the scattering plane. Ad-
ditional scans with a constant angular detector offset of 0.1°
were subtracted from the reflectivity scans to remove the
diffuse background. A typical reflectivity measurement with
offset scan was recorded within 6–8 h.

The investigated samples of PPG with an average molecu-
lar weight of 400 g /mol were purchased from Alfa Aesar
�product number 040811�. According to capillary viscometer
measurements, the viscosity � of PPG-400 should follow the
form ln �=−10.774+1047.3 K / �T−168.4 K�, therefore at
room temperature the viscosity is �=0.087 Pa s.17 The sur-
face tension � was measured by Dee and Sauer with the
Wilhelmy method, leading to the expression �
=0.03431 N /m−8�10−5 N / �mK��T−273.15 K�, which
yields a surface tension of 0.033 N /m at room temperature.18

Dielectric spectroscopy measurements for the bulk TG value
of PPG-400 result in TG=196.4 K.19 We performed differen-

tial scanning calorimetry �DSC� measurements with a DSC-2
calorimeter from Perkin-Elmer.35 As for DSC measurements
only a small fraction of around 18 mg of the sample mass of
several grams used for x-ray reflectivity measurements can
be inserted into the calorimeter, the resulting change in the
heat flow—which is a marker for TG—is too small at cooling
rates slower than 20 K /min to be measured. For the bulk
value we obtained TG=196.9 K for a cooling rate of
40 K /min and TG=197.1 K for 20 K /min with an accuracy
of 0.2 K, which is in good agreement with Ref. 19. The TG
values nearly coincide within the error bars and can therefore
only be estimated to exhibit a very weak dependence on the
cooling rate.

The experimental setup used has been described in detail
in Ref. 20. It is a two chamber design, where the outer cell is
evacuated for thermal insulation, and the inner one �also
evacuated to remove residual solvents and to minimize air
scattering� contains a stainless steel trough �120 mm diam-
eter, 0.2 mm sample height� holding the sample. Homoge-
neous cooling is achieved by evaporating liquid nitrogen in a
heat exchanger underneath the inner sample chamber with a
constant flow rate, ensured by a control valve. The tempera-
ture is measured by two ceramic coated platinum resistor
sensors �Pt100� dipped into the liquid sample. With this
setup a temperature range from 185 to 300 K is covered with
a temperature stability of �0.02 K. After inserting the
sample a waiting time of around 10 h is necessary to form a
smooth surface. Then the sample is cooled at a constant rate
with an accuracy of 
�1 K /h to the desired temperature,
where the measurement is started as soon as T is constant.

The x-ray reflectivity R�qz ,T� of a liquid-vapor interface
is given by21,22

R�qz,T� = RF�qz�e−qz
2�2�qz,T�, �5�

where RF is the Fresnel reflectivity of an ideally smooth sur-
face. It should be noted here that in the exact expression for
R�qz ,T� an additional term, the so-called incomplete � func-
tion ���1−�� /2;A	 with A=2�2qmin

2 /qmax
2 and �

=kBTqz
2 / �2��� has to be multiplied on the right-hand side of

Eq. �5�.23 It is defined as ��x ,A�=�A
�tx−1e−tdt and arises from

the integration of the scattering over all wave-vector trans-
fers parallel to the surface qx.

24 However, the � function is
near unity for small values of �, i.e., small T and qz, and can
be neglected in this case:23 For PPG at the highest investi-
gated temperature of 300 K, the divergence in the � function
does not occur for qz�0.67 Å−1, which is well above the
accessible qz range with a laboratory diffractometer.

Typical reflectivities measured at the D8 laboratory dif-
fractometer are plotted in Fig. 1 for eight different tempera-
tures with fast cooling rates �for T�240 K� ranging from
around 15 to 20 K /h. The solid curves are fits using the
Parratt algorithm25 where the effective roughness ��T� is in-
dependent of qz. This is a good approximation for � because
it depends only weakly on qz. The only fit parameters are the
dispersion � and the roughness �. The inset in Fig. 1 shows
the ln R /RF vs qz

2 plots of the same data.
�2 is plotted as a function of T in Fig. 2 for all cooling

rates. The solid line is a fit of �2�T� for T�240 K according
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to Eq. �2� assuming a T dependence of the surface tension
��T�=�0−A�T−273.15 K� as predicted by Ref. 18 while the
dashed lines represent the expression according to Eq. �4�.
Concerning the amount of data points at low temperatures it
should be mentioned that each data point in Fig. 2 originates
in 6–8 h of pure measurement time plus the time required
for cooling the sample down at a certain rate, resulting in

24 h per data point. Therefore only a limited number of
data points could be acquired in a reasonable time range. For
low cooling rates the surface roughness follows a liquidlike
behavior until close to the bulk TG value of 196 K. This is in
good agreement with previous findings from Ref. 14. How-
ever, with increasing cooling rates the T dependence of the
surface roughness changes. Below a temperature Tf the

roughness for high cooling rates is larger than predicted by
capillary wave theory. At this temperature the surface fluc-
tuations are falling out of equilibrium and parts of them are
frozen-in. It is of special interest that the surface roughness
below Tf still depends on T, i.e., the fluctuations do not
freeze completely, even for very high cooling rates. This is in
good agreement with the predictions from Jäckle et al. �Eq.
�4�	 which are presented as dashed lines in Fig. 2. We there-
fore identify Tf as the glass transition temperature TG.

The transition temperature where the surface fluctuations
freeze partially in is estimated from Fig. 2. For slow cooling
rates the frozen-in state is reached at T
208 K, whereas at
faster cooling rates the transition occurs already at higher
temperatures �T
228 K for medium and 240 K for fast
cooling�. The error in the determination of the transition tem-
perature is estimated as �5 K. The required cooling rate for
reaching the equilibrium value, i.e., for the surface to stay
fluid down to the bulk TG value, should at least be smaller
than 3 K /h. For the slowest cooling rate it should be noted
that due to the limited amount of data points TG is not well
defined. Also the error for l0= �2000�1000� Å is rather
large, because a small deviation in the slope of the dashed
lines results in a large change of l0. According to Ref. 15, l0
should be on the order of 1–10 Å. However, x-ray photon
correlation spectroscopy measurements on PPG �not yet pub-
lished� result in similar high values of l0 of several thousand
Å, indicating that G��� may indeed be about a factor 1000
smaller, i.e., on the order of 105 Pa, than expected from rheo-
logical measurements. It is still a current topic of research if
the Maxwell-Debye model used in Ref. 15 is valid or might
have to be modified in order to explain the small values of
G���.26 As capillary waves display low frequencies close to
TG, G��� probably overestimates the value of the shear
modulus relevant for the low frequencies of the surface fluc-
tuations close to TG.

Although the data points in Fig. 2 for T�240 K are ob-
tained with different cooling rates, one single fit curve is able
to describe the temperature dependence, because for T
�240 K the relaxation is fast enough that no change in the
roughness due to different cooling rates can be detected
within the error bars. To our knowledge, this strong depen-
dence of the glass transition temperature on the cooling rate
has not been observed at the surface before. TG changes in a
broad range, reaching up to 240 K for the fastest cooling rate
compared to 196.4 K in the bulk.19 In the bulk, the depen-
dence of TG on the cooling rate is typically rather weak, as a
change in the cooling rate by an order of magnitude causes a
change of TG by 3–5 K.27,28 Mode coupling theory calcula-
tions predicted a change of TG of 5 K per decade of the
cooling rate,29 which is in good agreement with experiments,
e.g., for B2O3 in Ref. 30. Our DSC measurements confirm
that TG in the bulk occurs at around 197 K, nearly indepen-
dent of the applied cooling rate. Although the calorimeter
cannot match the slow cooling rates of our surface experi-
ments, the obtained results are nevertheless comparable due
to the following reasons: Regarding the nature of the glass
transition and its cooling rate dependence it does not seem
realistic to expect a stronger effect on TG in the bulk by
lowering the cooling rate. Thus, the DSC scans provide a
lower limit for the effect we observed, i.e., with lower cool-

FIG. 1. Normalized intensity versus qz for fast cooling rates.
The curves are shifted vertically for reasons of clarity. The inset
shows the logarithm of the same data normalized by the Fresnel
reflectivity as a function of qz

2.

FIG. 2. Square of the surface roughness vs temperature for fast
�15–20 K /h, squares�, medium �6–10 K /h, triangles�, and slow
�3–5 K /h, circles� cooling rates. The solid line represents a fit ac-
cording to Eq. �2� for T�240 K and is extrapolated to smaller
temperatures. The dashed lines are calculations according to Eq. �4�
with the adjusted length scale parameter l0= �2000�1000� Å.
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ing rates the bulk TG would even shift to lower values and
the effect we observed would be even stronger.

We also investigated whether a subsequent freezing-in of
the capillary wave spectrum can explain the observed tem-
perature dependence of the roughness: A typical reflectivity
scan takes several hours, therefore capillary waves with even
longer relaxation times may appear as frozen-in with regards
to the surface roughness. With decreasing T the surface
roughness can then be iteratively calculated by a sum of a
frozen-in part and a still fluctuating part by using the bulk
values of the viscosity and the surface tension. The square of
the surface roughness then follows in analogy to the left part
of Eq. �2�, with the difference that the integral is subdivided
into two parts which are summed up. The first integral runs
from qmin to q� and the second one from q� to qmax with q�
= �1 /�	 �2��T� /��T�	 as calculated in Refs. 31 and 32. The
surface roughness calculated in this way, however, is identi-
cal to the solid line in Fig. 2 and shows a freezing-in of the
surface roughness at temperatures close to the bulk TG only.

It should also be mentioned that other methods such as
single molecule fluorescence spectroscopy to determine TG
in confined liquids, finding a more mobile surface layer,33

probe different physical properties of the surface and add to

the complications of the surface glass transition. A more mo-
bile surface layer would result in a lower viscosity which
may be probed with x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy
�XPCS� measurements. Capillary waves are connected with
long-range correlations with a penetration depth proportional
to 1 /q. The static average of the capillary waves over all q
values corresponds to the surface roughness. The freezing-in
of long length scale capillary waves, however, does not in-
herently imply that motions on molecular length scales are
frozen in. The existence of a more mobile surface layer
probed by XPCS has been discussed in Ref. 34.

In summary, we were able to observe the freezing-in of
the surface roughness for a free surface. We found an anoma-
lous strong dependence of the surface glass transition tem-
perature on the cooling rate which is not present in the bulk
liquid.
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